[1] We have developed a physically based, distributed surface energy balance model to simulate glacier mass balance under meteorological and climatological forcing. Here we apply the model to estimate summer ablation on South Cascade Glacier, Washington, for the 2004 and 2005 mass balance seasons. To arrive at optimal mass balance simulations, we investigate and quantify model uncertainty associated with selecting from a range of physical parameter values that are not commonly measured in glaciological mass balance field studies. We optimize the performance of the model by varying values for atmospheric transmissivity, the albedo of surrounding topography, precipitationelevation lapse rate, surface roughness for turbulent exchange of momentum, and snow albedo aging coefficient. Of these the snow aging parameter and precipitation lapse rates have the greatest influence on the modeled ablation. We examined model sensitivity to varying parameters by performing an additional 10 3 realizations with parameters randomly chosen over a ±5% range centered about the optimum values. The best fit suite of model parameters yielded a net balance of À1.69 ± 0.38 m water equivalent (WE) for the 2004 water year and À2.10 ± 0.30 m WE up to 11 September 2005. The 2004 result is within 3% of the measured value. These simulations account for 91% and 93% of the variance in measured ablation for the respective years.
Introduction
[2] The Earth's cryosphere is changing rapidly, as characterized by worldwide glacier and sea ice loss that has been occurring over the past century and accelerated during the last decade [Arendt et al., 2002; Dyurgerov, 2003; Kaser et al., 2006] . Numerical glacier models quantify the sensitivity of alpine glaciers to climate, and provide tools for evaluating the closely related response of ecosystems and water resources in glacierized regions of the world. Ideally, glacier models should be suitable for several applications: (1) to locations where meteorological forcing data are locally measured such as Arnold et al. [1996] ; (2) to remote glaciers for which some or all input data must be derived from distant stations as by Gerbaux et al. [2005] ; (3) to glaciers whose input data is provided by atmospheric models [Bougamont et al., 2007] ; and (4) finally to former glaciers for paleoclimate application [Plummer and Phillips, 2003; Laabs et al., 2006] . In this paper we develop a model and analyze its sensitivity to measurements and parameterizations with the above applications in mind. Our aim is to quantify the uncertainty that arises in making even wellfounded assumptions about the physical parameters that govern the model results as well as the model uncertainty that arises because of uncertainty in the input meteorological variables.
[3] Physically based models of the glacier surface energy balance (SEBM) account for the heat inputs and losses to a glacier surface and are detailed enough to capture most of the physical processes that govern surface melt. Surface energy balance calculations have been made over glaciers at the point scale [Munro, 1990; Marks and Dozier, 1992; Greuell and Konzelmann, 1994; Brock and Arnold, 2000] , along centerlines [Oerlemans and Hoogendoorn, 1989; Oerlemans, 1992] and in spatially distributed form [Escher-Vetter, 1985; Arnold et al., 1996; Klok and Oerlemans, 2002; Hock and Holmgren, 2005] . These models differ from the commonly used empirical ablation models such as the Positive Degree Day (PDD) model of Braithwaite [1981] , the temperature/solar radiation index model developed by Hock [1999] and the enhanced temperature index model developed by Pellicciotti et al. [2005] , which use empirical relationships between several (i.e., temperature, solar, precipitation) meteorological variables and surface melt. Because SEBMs can be formulated to be driven by a relatively small set of meteorological data, they are readily applied anywhere forcing data are measured or obtainable. The physical complexity of SEBMs introduces a larger parameter space than do the empirical models mentioned above, so justifying the use of SEBMs requires quantification of the influence of those parameters on model performance both parameter by parameter and as a whole. In most studies using SEBMs, the authors quantify the sensitivity to individual parameters, to secular changes in input variables, or to changes in surface geometry [Klok and Oerlemans, 2002; Klok and Oerlemans, 2004; Gerbaux et al., 2005; Hock and Holmgren, 2005; Klok et al., 2005; Arnold et al., 2006] . We aim to assess the effects on model results of simultaneously varying multiple parameters governing the model.
[4] In this paper we introduce a SEBM developed using data from South Cascade Glacier (SCG), Washington, United States, a glacier that has been monitored by the U.S. Geological Survey for nearly 50 years. We apply the model to explore the sensitivity of summer ablation to variations in six of the physical parameters that primarily govern the physics of the model: precipitation lapse rate, surface roughness of snow, surface roughness of ice, the broadband albedo of surrounding terrain, the atmosphere's transmissivity to solar radiation, and the aging parameter for snow albedo. The model is fitted to measured ablation data from the ongoing SCG mass balance program and then parameters are perturbed to judge the error in estimating mass balance that occurs with uncertainty in a given parameter. We also estimate uncertainties in model results due to errors in the input meteorological data. These analyses together quantify much of the uncertainty inherent in applying a SEBM.
Methods

Field Site
[5] SCG is a small (1.8 km 2 ) north-facing alpine valley glacierlocatedinthe NorthCascadesMountains (Lat.48°20 0 N, Lon. 121°3 0 W). The gently sloping glacier surface has an altitude range of $1600 -$2100 m over a 3 km centerline length ( Figure 1 ). Rugged topography surrounds the glacier, with relief exceeding 1500 m and peaks reaching 2400 m elevation. SCG lies on the west side of the divide that separates eastward drainage into the Columbia River from westward drainage into the Skagit River via the South Fork of the Cascade River. The maritime climate of the glacier basin is characterized by extremes of winter accumulation approaching 5 m water equivalent (WE) on the upper elevations and by summer net losses of >9 m WE at the terminus during high-ablation years.
[6] Continuous monitoring and research of SCG began during the first International Geophysical Year in 1957 by the United States Geological Survey [Meier, 1958] which has maintained records of and continues to measure mass balance and outlet stream discharge since inception of the program. Meteorological and hydrological measurements have been made sporadically over the research history of SCG. Annual data summaries of mass balance, hydrological, and meteorological measurements are published in the form of USGS Scientific Investigations Reports (e.g., Bidlake et al. [2007] , available from the USGS Washington Water Science Center, http://wa.water.usgs.gov/). The digital elevation model used in this research is derived from stereo photography referenced to the 2002 glacier surface. These data were supplied by the USGS Washington Water Science Center.
Meteorological Measurements
[7] An automatic weather station (AWS) has been operated year-round at the USGS research hut (located $500 m west and $100 m above the glacier, Figure 1 ) throughout the duration of the mass balance measurement program with temperature, humidity, and precipitation data consistently measured. For this research the suite of AWS measurements was expanded to wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity, incoming global shortwave radiation, incoming atmospheric longwave radiation, and liquid precipitation. An additional Li-Cor shortwave radiometer has been deployed continuously for the past several years and was used as a backup to the Eppley pyranometer. The instrument types and their rated measurement errors are outlined in Table 1 . The instruments are mounted $5 m above an uneven ridge top. Precipitation is also measured at the Salix Creek stream gauging site at an elevation of 1580 m for use during periods when snowfall affects the hut precipitation gauge. Measurements were made at minute resolution and averaged to hourly records.
[8] During the periods July -September 2004 and MaySeptember 2005, an additional AWS was deployed on the glacier surface at an elevation of 1950 m to provide overglacier wind speed, temperature and humidity data for turbulent heat flux calculations. The AWS recorded wind speed, air temperature, and humidity at 1.9 m above the glacier surface. This AWS was free to settle with the ablating surface and was within ±5°of vertical when visited at roughly monthly intervals. Surface air temperatures over the glacier were measured using HOBO proinstruments at three additional points roughly along the centerline of the . These instruments were also free to lower with the ablating surface. The effects of accumulation events on these measurements are thought to be small.
[9] The modeling period covers the 2004 ablation season beginning on 1 April, although the more accurate shortwave and longwave instruments were not installed until 21 July 2004. The record of shortwave and longwave measurements was extended back to 1 April using empirical relationships that were developed with measured data from the remainder of the 2004 ablation season. The shortwave record was extended with the Li-Cor instrument using a calibration between the two instruments. For longwave other authors have made estimates using air temperature, water-vapor mixing ratio, and measurements of cloud cover [Brutsaert, 1975; Konzelmann et al., 1994] . These approaches are useful where supporting observations are available. Cloud cover measurements are not locally available so indirect derivation from measured solar radiation is possible only during daylight.
[10] Lacking an independent, continuous estimate of cloud cover, we derive an empirical relationship between effective emissivity of the atmosphere and relative humidity. Effective emissivity is computed from the ratio of measured to calculated potential (using measured air temperature and the Stephan-Boltzman law) incoming longwave radiation. At SCG, effective emissivity is related to relative humidity as a step function and was modeled as a third-order polynomial (coefficients listed in Table 2 ) function of relative humidity (Figure 2 ). Effective atmospheric emissivity is $0.73 for relative humidity measurements up to $65% and then increases abruptly to values near 1.0 at humidities >80%, indicative of the transition between cloudy and cloud-free conditions. Over the calibration period, the measured and simulated longwave radiation are correlated with r = 0.73. The mean difference between the two records is 0.0 W m À2 and the standard deviation of the difference is 19.2 W m
À2
. This relationship is also used in modeling to assist in distributing longwave radiation across the glacier.
Mass Balance Measurements
[11] Field measurements of mass balance and monthly ablation were used as simulation targets for the SEBM. point (termed P-1) located at midglacier in 2004. In 2005, reference accumulation was measured at the terminus, P-1 and at $2050 m. Snow depth was probed at roughly 100 m horizontal intervals along the glacier centerline in both years and mean snow density was scaled between reference sites. In 2005, the snow depth assessment was after net ablation had begun for the season, so snow depths were assigned from a more limited depth probing conducted in mid-April of that year. The spatial distribution of measurements are restricted to the glacier centerline because of crevasses and avalanche threat. The reader is referred to Bidlake et al. [Bidlake et al., 2007] . Our approach to measuring ablation does not explicitly account for errors in surface height change measurements due to compaction of the snowpack. Compaction probably had a small impact on these measurements on the basis of the small change in density of the deepest layers of the snowpack from early to late season measurements. The previous winter's accumulation was lost at ablation measurement sites by early August in 2004 and by early September in 2005. We estimate an uncertainty of ±0.1 m WE for ablation measurements and in the water year net balance estimate as estimated by Krimmel [2002] . This error estimate is in keeping with previously made error assessments such as Braithwaite et al. [1998] and Østrem and Haakensen [1999] , however, Bidlake et al. [2007] emphasizes that the uncertainty in mass balance measurements on SCG is difficult to quantify on the basis of the limited spatial coverage of measurements which do not include wind deposition nor wind scour effects that could be present at the glacier margin.
[13] Additional measurements of surface lowering were made in summer, 2005, using two sonic snow depth sensors (SDS; see Table 1 for instrument information). One SDS was placed at the glacier AWS and the other was placed at the 1650 m level (Figure 1) , just above the glacier toe at the location of the lowermost HOBO temperature sensor. The sensor at the AWS was operational beginning on 11 May and the lower sensor was installed on 13 July. Both sensors recorded continuously and were removed on 9 September. It is likely that the expansion/contraction of the metal mounting apparatus is responsible for some of the diurnal fluctuation observed in the data [Willis et al., 2002] , but the longer-term trend of the measurements is likely accurate to instrumental precision (±0.4%). This is supported by nearby stake-based measurements. Surface-height measurements recorded by the SDS were converted to water equivalent using the densities outlined above.
Distributed Energy Balance Modeling
[14] The distributed SEBM is governed by the energy balance equation
where S net is solar radiation balance, L net is longwave radiation balance, H s is sensible heat flux, H l is latent heat flux, K is the geothermal heat flux, C is heat conduction into the snowpack, M is heat contributed by rain falling at temperature >0°C, E is energy for melting or refreezing, r is ice density in kg m
À3
, C i is specific heat capacity of ice in J K À1 kg
À1
, dh is a small element of thickness in m, T s is surface temperature in°C, and t is time in s. All fluxes have units W m À2 and are defined positive toward the surface. The glacier is assumed to be at steady state and isothermal, which eliminates the energy storage term on the left hand side of equation (1) allowing total melt (E) to be set equal to the energy input terms. The isothermal assumption simplifies equation (1) further by eliminating the geothermal heat flux term (K) and simplifying the conduction term (C) when air temperature is above the melting point. An exception to isothermal conditions is allowed at the skin of the glacier, which tracks the measured air temperature when subfreezing conditions are present. The ramifications of assuming isothermal conditions with varying surface temperature will be discussed further. In addition, the energetic contribution of precipitation (M) is assumed to be small relative to the other energy terms so is neglected.
Solar Radiation
[15] The solar radiation (wavelengths of 0.285 -2.8 mm) impinging on a grid cell depends on direct and diffuse components that are influenced by cloud cover, surface orientation, and topographic shading. Solar position is calculated using the algorithm of Walraven [1978] . Terrain slope, aspect, and topographic shading are derived from the digital elevation model of the glacier and surrounding topography using a terrain computation technique based on work by Dozier and Frew [1990] and Arnold et al. [1996] .
[16] Diffuse solar radiation is derived from atmospheric scattering due to aerosols and clouds, multiple reflection between terrain and clouds, and radiation reflected from surrounding topography. Partitioning measured radiation into direct and diffuse components is done through the ratio of potential to measured radiation values following Hock and Holmgren [2005] 
Potential radiation (G pot ) is calculated using the relationship expressed by Iqbal [1983] which is given in equation (2). Potential radiation is a function of the solar constant (S o ) adjusted for the earth-sun distance, i, atmospheric transmissivity, y, adjusted for pressure P, and solar elevation angle q o (physical parameters are described in Table 2 ). Calculated potential radiation is compared to measured solar radiation, G m , to calculate the diffuse fraction, f
Under completely overcast skies, some fraction of the potential atmospheric radiation will be transmitted as 100% diffuse. Under clear-sky conditions the measured global radiation will have a small component of diffuse radiation due to atmospheric scattering. In this work, the end-member for completely cloudy conditions is a G m :G pot of 0.4. Ratios ! 0.8 are assumed to represent completely clear skies with diffuse component equal to 20% of the measured incoming radiation. A linear relationship is used between these two end-members (equation (3)). This approach follows a relationship derived by Collares-Pereira and Rabl [1979] and applied to alpine glaciers by Hock and Holmgren [2005] who developed a similar relationship for measurements made near Storglaciären, Sweden. The diffuse component and direct radiation component are calculated utilizing f from equation (3)
The sin(q o ) terms adjust measured radiation for the elevation angle of the sun at the time of measurement and the results G diff and G dir represent the diffuse and direct radiation components.
[17] Diffuse radiation received from surrounding slopes is incorporated by considering the hemispheric fraction of terrain viewable at a given grid cell and, conversely, the fraction of viewable sky which is calculated using the algorithm of Dozier and Frew [1990] 
The radiative contribution from surrounding slopes is the product of direct radiation, the albedo of the surrounding terrain and the fraction of sky obscured by terrain, which ranges from 5% to 65%. In equation (6) F is the skyview fraction, Q is the angle between the solar beam and the vector normal to the grid cell in question. This angle is calculated by calculating the dot product between the unit vector representing the direction of the solar beam with the unit vector normal to the grid cell in question
That dot product is expressed in equation (7) in which q represents the solar elevation angle, f is the solar azimuth angle, q 0 is the slope angle, and f 0 is aspect. Absorbed shortwave radiation is computed from G by adjusting for surface albedo
In equation (8), S net is net solar radiation, and a is albedo.
Albedo
[18] Net solar radiation is the most important component of the surface energy budget for alpine glaciers and the amount of insolation available for melting is governed by glacier albedo; thus, an albedo submodel is an important component of the SEBM as demonstrated by Klok and Oerlemans [2004] . The albedo submodel used here is empirically based and is similar to that of Brock et al.
[2000] except that it computes changes in albedo on arbitrary, instead of daily, timescales. We calculate the broadband albedo of snow (corresponding to our solar radiation measurements) as It decreases from a maximum value of 0.81 (new snow) as a function of cumulative PDDs
Unrealistically high albedos that are calculated for fractional PDDs are reset to the albedo for fresh snow (a fresh ). In this approach, temperatures higher than the melting point act as surrogate for the increase in grain size and liquid water content responsible for lowering the surface albedo [Wiscombe and Warren, 1980] . We assume that the subfreezing changes in snow structure occur at a rate that is insignificant relative to the effects of summer meltwater production and changes in snow grain morphology on this temperate glacier. The more detailed grain evolution albedo models also introduce more free parameters into the model. Such models also require quantification of the debris content of the snowpack, which were not measurements made in this study.
[19] A base albedo [Oerlemans, 1992] is set as the background albedo of the ice/firn surface and is used when all snow has ablated off of that surface
Equation (10) gives this base albedo and represents a bimodal function with an abrupt increase near the value of z ELA which we set to 1950 m for both ablation seasons. In this function a 1 -a 4 are parameters that affect the shape of the transition from low albedo below the ELA to high albedo above; z is elevation; z ELA is the ELA; and a ice is the calculated background albedo. The albedo model keeps track of multiple snowfall layers such that new layers are added when a threshold of 10 or more PDDs have passed between successive snowfalls. The model proved to be insensitive to a range of degree day thresholds from 1 to 10 so a value was chosen to limit the total number of snowfall layers to expedite simulations. The translucency of snow is incorporated to allow surfaces with lower albedos lying below the topmost surface to affect energy absorption at the surface
In equation (11), a 1 is the top layer albedo, a 2 is the underlying surface's albedo, d snow is snow depth, d 0 is a reference snow water equivalent depth. A value of 0.025 m WE was chosen for consistency with the range from other studies [Oerlemans and Knap, 1998; Denby et al., 2002; Willis et al., 2002] . For ice, the background albedo is applied, and no temporal variation in ice albedo is incorporated.
Longwave Radiation
[20] Net longwave (wavelengths of 3.5 -50 mm) radiation at each model grid point is the sum of incoming and out-going fluxes that are determined by air temperature, humidity, and topographic features
In equation (12), L # is downwelling longwave, L " is upwelling longwave, and L net is net longwave. The measured downwelling longwave radiation is adjusted by the ratio of that calculated for the hut to that calculated for the grid cell in question using the relative humidity/ emissivity relationship described above and shown in Figure 2 . This adjustment incorporates changes in downwelling longwave associated with changes in temperature with elevation. Downwelling longwave radiation at a cell is a combination of the measured value adjusted for elevation and that emitted by surrounding terrain. Longwave emitted by terrain is calculated using the Stephan-Boltzmann relationship with an emissivity of 0.95 (e r )
The calculation of emission from surrounding terrain, L terrain , relies on near-surface air temperature despite the likelihood that the air temperature at the average emission level of surrounding topography is probably colder. Plüss and Ohmura [1997] show that the majority of longwave radiation emitted by a surface is attenuated by the atmosphere within a radius of one half of a kilometer. This suggests that longwave radiation emitted from valley walls 500 m above the glacier will largely combine with the emission from air between the emitting wall and the glacier making the application of air temperature here a reasonable approximation. This effect is also pointed out by Greuell and Knap [1997] 
The terrain and sky longwave radiation components, L inmeas , are combined using the skyview factor as shown in equation (14). Outgoing longwave radiation from the glacier surface is calculated from the surface temperature using the Stephan-Boltzmann relationship for a blackbody with emissivity of that for ice, e i = 0.98
Surface temperature is specified to be at the melting point (273.16 K) when air temperature is above freezing and equal to air temperature when below the melting point. This simplification is made to enable numerous, rapid calculations of seasonal ablation to permit the sensitivity assessment we present here. However, there are impacts with respect to this assumption, and these will be discussed later in section 4.3.
Turbulent Heat Fluxes
[21] Sensible and latent heat fluxes at the glacier surface are computed from a bulk transfer approach. For a stable boundary layer like that which dominates over a melting glacier, we apply Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. Other authors have noted that the underlying assumption of bulk transfer theory (the existence of a constant flux layer above the melting glacier) is not met in typical cases [Denby and Greuell, 2000; Oerlemans and Grisogono, 2002] . Despite this, good simulations of turbulent heat fluxes have been achieved using Monin-Obukhov theory with reasonable parameter values [Denby and Greuell, 2000; Munro, 2004] . We also point out that SCG does not demonstrate a persistent katabatic flow with a low-level jet that can be the downfall of application of the MO similarity, so we retain this approach
The latent (H l ) and sensible (H s ) heat fluxes are calculated using equations (16) and (17). In equation (16) r air is dry air density, u is measured wind speed, L vap is the latent heat of vaporization for water, R is the dry air gas constant, R* is the gas constant for water vapor, e a is the vapor pressure at measurement height, e s is that at the surface (taken as saturation), and P is air pressure. The transfer coefficient A is calculated as follows:
in which k is the unitless von Kármán constant (k = 0.4), z l is the measurements height for wind speed and temperature, z o is the surface roughness length, Y is a unitless stability function, and l is the Monin-Obukhov length
Equation (19) yields the Monin-Obukhov length. In this equation, C p is the heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure, u* is the frictional velocity, and g is gravitational acceleration. The frictional velocity, u*, is calculated from equation (20) u* ¼ ku
A consequence of our treatment of surface temperature is that sensible heat flux goes to zero when air temperatures are below the melting point. This situation results in infinite Monin-Obukhov length such that z i /l goes to zero yielding a neutrally stable log profile
The stability function in equation (21) is used to adjust the log profile used in equations (18) and (20).
[22] Equations (16) - (21) are solved by numerical iteration and, for typical conditions, are convergent (we iterate until l changes by less than 5% between successive steps). During times of low wind speeds (u < 2 m s À1 ) convergence is slow or unattainable. In those rare cases, wind speed is gradually increased until convergence is achieved. This may lead to a small overestimation of heat flux, but because the lowest converging wind speeds are associated with low fluxes of sensible and latent heat (equations (16) and (17)) the errors incurred from this simplification are small. We have compared this approach to that of disregarding the stability correction and observed a more realistic, continuous function of turbulent heat fluxes with temperature and wind speed using our method.
Temperature Distribution
[23] The temperature field over SCG is thought to be complex along the length of the glacier and laterally. Figure 3) shows that temperatures do not vary coherently with elevation during periods of weak lapse rate. Inspection of individual daily averages reveals that the midlevel temperature logger, P1, was anomalously cold compared to the upper and lower stations indicating presence of cold air drainage at this site. Mean lapse rates for both years were around 6.5°C km
À1
. These temperature lapse rate fluctuations were modeled with a piecewise-linear relationship between stations, which explicitly accounts for fluctuations in lapse rate along the glacier centerline at hourly timescales. Similar analyses of surface temperature have been performed for the larger Pasterze Glacier, Austria [Greuell and Knap, 1997] where katabatic flow was dominant throughout much of the ablation season. Braun and Hock [2004] report the importance of incorporating a variable lapse rate for simulations of an Antarctic island ice cap.
Precipitation
[24] Precipitation increases with elevation by applying a multiplication factor calculated as a function of vertical distance from the measurement elevation (1580 m in this application)
This is analogous to a dimensionless precipitation lapse rate, but scales the enhancement or depletion by the measurement such that a precipitation enhancement or reduction factor is calculated. This method follows that used in the precipitation distribution model described by Daly et al. [1994] . A snowfall threshold of 1°C is used, at or below which precipitation falls as snow. This is a value commonly used [i.e., Arnold et al., 2006] , but which also could have an impact on the modeled ablation presented here. Further study would be useful for precisely quantifying this threshold or, more importantly, the spatial-temporal variability of this threshold. For the time being, we retain the conventional value. The snowpack was initialized at the beginning of simulations using a second-order polynomial in elevation with coefficients determined for each individual year's accumulation measurements.
Modeling Experiments
[25] There are two goals for our modeling experiments: (1) to achieve the best simulation of SCG ablation during the 2004 and 2005 seasons and (2) to quantify the uncertainty of ablation calculations for SEBMs similar to our model due to uncertainties in physical parameters and input data. The 2004 model runs are from 1 April through 27 October. The 2005 simulations span 11 May through 12 September because of the loss of a wind sensor to winter conditions. Uncertainties are quantified analogously to Murphy et al. [2004] who varied parameters to assess uncertainty in climate change estimates from General Circulation Models. We evaluate model performance by comparing measurements of ablation made during the two ablation seasons with simulated ablation values from the grid node nearest the ablation stakes. The quality of fit is assessed using the root mean square error (RMSE) calculated as
In which n is the number of ablation measurements, x 0j is an individual measurement, x j is the corresponding modeled ablation, and RMSE is the root mean square error. Two steps were used to find the model minima and to assess model error. First, a parameter optimization algorithm (Downhill Simplex [Press et al., 1992] ) was used to vary parameters within physically realistic constraints (i.e., positive or negative as needed and within 1 order of magnitude of accepted values) to seek the optimal model fit. Multiple optimization attempts starting with different initial parameter sets were performed to ensure that the resulting minima were global. Identical techniques were used for the 2004 and 2005 simulations.
[26] Second, we analyzed a suite of 10 3 model runs to evaluate the distribution of simulated mass balance over a range of parameter values. Each model run was performed with parameters that were varied randomly by ±5% of the optimized values shown in Table 3 . The choice of a 5% range in parameters excludes a large range of physically realistic parameter values. As such, the results of this analysis does not yield a global estimate of the uncertainty in annual net balance. The range was chosen to answer the question of how much variation in model results could be incurred for a fixed amount of uncertainty in physical parameters. For this, 5% was chosen to reflect the parameter ranges commonly assessed in the literature.
[27] Finally, the optimized runs for the complete 2004 ablation season was analyzed for sensitivity to variations in individual parameters and input meteorological data. The parameters were varied about the optimum values at 5% intervals spanning ±10%. The meteorological data were varied by factors of 0.1 over the range 0.8-1.2 times the measured values for all variables except temperature.
Temperature was varied in half degree increments from À1.0°C to +1.0°C. The sensitivity to nighttime and daytime changes was determined by changing temperature in one degree intervals from À2°C to +2°C between the hours of 20:00 to 08:00 for the nighttime experiments and between 08:00 to 20:00 for the daytime experiments. Sensitivity was computed by fitting second-order polynomials to the results for a given variable or parameter and the slope was determined about the origin. This exercise is useful in interpreting the results of the random parameter variation runs described above. For the meteorological data, this exercise assists in evaluating the sensitivity of estimates of net balance to uncertainties in the measured meteorological data.
Results
Energy Balance Components
[28] The temperate climate of SCG results in high energy fluxes during the ablation season. Summer is characterized (Figure 4b ) illustrate the shortterm, meteorological control on the glacier energy balance. The June period displays overall low energy flux with low net solar radiation, positive longwave radiation flux, and positive latent heat flux suggesting cool, cloudy conditions. In contrast, the August period begins with a so-called rainon-snow event on 1 August and then displays prevalent summer clear-sky conditions. The rain-on-snow period is characterized by high fluxes of sensible and latent heat as a result of high winds, warm temperatures, and high humidity. Insolation is low, yet single time step energy flux totals achieve values $30% higher than during the subsequent clear, calm period. The magnitude of these heat fluxes is comparable to that modeled by Marks et al. [1998] and demonstrates that high ablation rates during warm, rainy periods are accounted for by turbulent heat fluxes rather than conductive heat flux from precipitation. Overall, conditions during the clear period show low turbulent heat fluxes due to strongly stable stratification, negative longwave balance, and dominance of the solar radiation flux. After 1 August, clear-sky conditions prevail with high net solar radiation due to the low albedo of the exposed ice surface. Longwave radiation is also important during this period with net upward fluxes of $50 W m on SCG, with four out of five measurements of net accumulation well simulated.
[31] There is a good fit between modeled ablation and the time series of net balance from the SDS at the glacier AWS for summer 2005 (Figure 6 ). The simulated net-balance time series at the midglacier site are consistently within a few centimeters of measurements. There is a slight departure in early August during which measured ablation rates are higher than modeled rates. No ablation stake measurements for 2005 indicate accumulation directly, thus failing to provide a direct tuning target for accumulation in the optimization scheme. Comparison of early season modeled accumulation with the SDS records, however, indicates good agreement with measured accumulation events. The integrated effect of accumulation on monthly interval ablation measurements thus provides enough information for the tuning procedure to capture daily temporal details. Ablation at the terminus is also well replicated by the model. Similar to the upper glacier site, modeled early season ablation rates at the terminus are higher than measurements, causing the records to diverge somewhat to a maximum difference of $30 cm. Late season modeled ablation rates are lower than measurements and thus compensate for higher rates simulated earlier in the season, yielding a final difference between modeled net balance and measurements of only a few centimeters.
[32] Modeled and measured ablation rates in early season, 2005 at the midglacier AWS site are in good agreement with both accumulation and ablation events (Figure 7 ). The measured average ablation rate is 0.029 m WE d À1 whereas the model simulated a value of 0.031 m WE d À1 . The higher than measured ablation rate agrees with the change from slightly overestimated specific net balance during early season to an end-of-season value in agreement with ablation stakes. Good performance is expected here because this AWS provided the temperature, wind speed, and humidity data that drove the 2005 model simulations. Beginning in early August, the correspondence between modeled ablation rates and the rates estimated from the SDS is not quite as good on a daily basis, but multiday average ablation rates remain comparable. The transition from well to poorly modeled daily ablation rates occurs a few days after the change from snow to ice at the AWS site implying that snowmelt is more accurately modeled than icemelt.
[33] At the terminus, the average measured ablation rate of 0.051 m WE d À1 is identical to the modeled value of 0.051 m WE d À1 within the measurement uncertainty. Daily variability in the record, however, is not well reproduced (Figures 7c and 7d) as reflected in scatterplots with little coherency and a R 2 value of 0.46. Overall, the model captures ablation on monthly timescales, but it does not successfully reproduce daily variability. Because we have temperature control at the terminus, and radiation fluxes should be as well modeled here as at the glacier AWS, the difference between simulated and observed ablation is likely due to inaccuracy of modeled wind speed and/or humidity. Wind speeds are not adjusted when distributed across the glacier, while relative humidity is adjusted on the basis of variations in saturation vapor pressure with altitude. Winds at the glacier toe were observed to be gusty compared to the upper glacier and the terminus is probably influenced by interactions between upslope-directed valley winds and downslope glacier winds. The complex wind field probably contributes to the highly variable measured daily ablation rates. This result is interesting for its implications for applying SEBMs to sites without local wind measurements and implies that while annual ablation can be well simulated, shorter temporal fluctuations could have less than half of their variance explained. 
Model Sensitivity and Uncertainty
[34] The sensitivity of the model to changes in parameter values reveals which parameters are most influential in determining the observed fluctuations of mass balance during 2004 (Table 3 ). The parameters governing the elevation gradient of precipitation and the rate of albedo change with aging dominate control over the modeled mass balance, whereas those governing the reflectivity of surrounding terrain and the atmospheric transmissivity are least influential. Transmissivity is only used to calculate potential radiation for comparison to measurements as a surrogate for cloud cover. If this parameter were used directly in the calculation of solar input to the glacier, it would have a much greater influence on the simulated glacier net balance. Scatterplots of net balance and RMSE reveal the best fit model result as well as the nature of the approach to the minima representing the best model (Figure 8 ). Both years display well-defined roughly parabolic approaches to the minimum RMSE, although optimization takes place over a six-dimensional parameter space, implying that the curvature is probably more complex than shown here.
[35] The 10 3 realizations about the optimized parameter sets indicated in Figure 8 were used to calculate an error estimate on the computed net mass balance. For both years, the random parameter selection yields an almost normal distribution about the mean, best estimate mass balance value (Figure 9 ). The net balance simulated for a single run using the best fit set of parameters is chosen as the best model estimate of the net mass balance for the year. These are À1.69 m WE and À2.09 m WE for 2004 and 2005, respectively. Error in these estimates is taken as two standard deviations in the fitted normal distribution for each year's suite of simulations yielding ±0.15 m WE and ±0.07 m WE for the respective years.
[36] The sensitivity of the SEBM to the values of the input meteorological data is presented in Table 5 . The sensitivity for temperature is expressed in the conventional m WE per degree as well as the sensitivity per % derived using the absolute Kelvin scale for intercomparison. For the latter, changes of one to two percent result in large differences in the modeled net balance, but such large changes (2.7 -5.4°C) are unexpected with respect to the measurement uncertainty for temperature (see Table 1 ). The sharp sensitivity to temperature does reflect the importance of temperature changes to summer ablation. The influence of temperature changes taking place during night or daytime only is expressed in Table 5 as well. Net balance is 1.9 times more sensitive to daytime changes than nighttime. The net energy budget is small or negative at night because of longwave radiative cooling, so increases in air temperature still yield a negative energy budget, thereby muting the effect of the perturbation. Altering the longwave has the second greatest influence on ablation. While the overall effect of increasing or decreasing summertime precipitation is small, the value is greater than the direct change in mass flux. For example, for a decrease in summer precipitation of 20%, 18 cm of precipitation are lost while the net balance decreases from À1.69 m WE to À2.18 m WE This change represents an enhancement of $2.6 times the direct contribution roughly half of which is due to amplification by the precipitation lapse rate. A strong signal remains, which outlines the importance of summer snowfalls on the net balance of the glacier. Changes in humidity change the net balance as well by increasing the amount of condensation or evaporation. The effect would probably be larger if incoming longwave radiation were recalculated to reflect changes in atmospheric emissivity due to changes in moisture content. Finally, increased wind speed causes increased turbulent exchange. Because the turbulent heat fluxes are dominantly positive, increased winds correspond to increased ablation.
[37] The sensitivity characteristics of the model to input data can be used to estimate the uncertainty in our modeling due to the uncertainty in the meteorological data. We multiply the model sensitivity to input data with the instrument precision associated with the measurements to 
Discussion
Optimized Parameters and Energy Fluxes
[38] Evaluation of the physical parameters optimized by our scheme in relation to literature values is useful for determining the optimization scheme's ability to replicate realistic physical boundary conditions. The exercise is also indicative of an individual year's set of physical conditions. It must be stated, however, that the approach used here cannot be interpreted as an inversion for the ''real'' values of model parameters; rather, it is instructive to view the estimated parameters as one likely set of boundary conditions for the model. We do not simulate time-varying parameters although surface roughness, surrounding topography albedo, and atmospheric transmissivity are surely time dependent although inroads toward calculating time varying parameters have been made recently [Brock et al., , 2006 Hock and Holmgren, 2005] .
[39] The best fitting parameter sets are presented in Table 3 along with comparisons with a range of literature values. Generally, the parameter set falls within the range of published values yielding a physically reasonable model. The only major (in terms of influence of modeled net balance) outliers are the precipitation lapse rate determined for 2005 and the snow aging parameter determined for both years, which are discussed below.
[40] The precipitation lapse rates are steep for both years relative to those used in the precipitation distribution model described by Daly et al. [1994] , whose maximum of 3.0 km À1 was used as a limiting value in the Pacific Northwest. Our values of 2.8 km À1 and 3.5 km À1 are only representative of the summertime simulation period, while the literature values are based on longer-term averages which incorporate winter precipitation. Further, the scale of analysis for our result and the published result is different, and it is conceivable that such sharp precipitation gradients exist on short spatial scales in steep terrain. The precipitation lapse rates used here may also be partially accommodating wind redistribution of snow falls, which may act to increase snow depth on the upper reaches of the glacier is it is in the lee of the dominant SW storm winds. The strong increase in precipitation with elevation agrees with the observed relationship between accumulation at the toe of SCG and that at the upper glacier, which can be a factor of four greater over an elevation span of only 500 m. This is an indication of the complexity of precipitation/ snowfall patterns in mountainous terrain.
[41] Our snow aging parameters for both years yield late season snow albedos of 0.52 (2004) and 0.55 (2005) , while those by give an albedo of 0.45 for the same number of PDDs. This suggests either that aged snow on SCG is more reflective than that of other alpine glaciers, or the tuning procedure has partitioned energy away from solar radiation contributions. We have no albedo measurements to confirm or refute the former possibility, but the modeled albedos are reasonable to high for an alpine glacier [Klok and Oerlemans, 2004] . As for the second possibility, the surface roughness lengths determined for both years are high, suggesting that the latter case may be correct. We also discuss below the possibility that high albedo might serve to compensate for our parameterization of surface temperature.
[42] The surface roughness lengths used in the best fit models are on par with, or somewhat higher than, values in the literature. The high ends of the values quoted in the literature are for unusually rough/crevassed glacier surfaces. Typical z 0 for snow is $2 mm and for ice is 2 -10 mm [Brock et al., 2006] . Ice on SCG is typically more heavily crevassed than snow and is hummocky at length scales of 1 -2 m, so larger roughness lengths are expected here. However, a value of 44 mm is comparable to the largest roughness lengths published, which are for hummocky ice in Greenland [Smeets et al., 1999] . As we suggest in section 3.2, ablation modeled on the glacier terminus is subject to uncertainties in wind speed there. If wind speed is underestimated at the terminus, then the surface roughness for ice would be adjusted upward to compensate.
[43] The albedo of surrounding terrain and the atmosphere's transmissivity both wield the least influence on ablation. The difference between the 2004 and 2005 optimized values of transmissivity amount to an ablation difference of 0.02 m WE between the years. The value optimized for atmospheric transmissivity is below that typical for clean-air and clear-sky conditions. However, the low sensitivity of the model to this parameter allows this variable to be changed by 10% to more reasonable values around 0.75 with only a 0.02 m WE change in the modeled ablation for 2004. The difference between optimized values of the albedo of surrounding terrain yields a small (0.03 m WE) difference between the years. The low sensitivity of the model to the albedo of surrounding terrain implies that the reflectivity of the basin is of little importance as incorporated in this model. Measurements of incoming solar radiation typically peak in the spring before summer solstice, and we infer this peak to be a result of the snow covered surrounding topography. These high radiation values are offset by the high albedo of the glacier at this time, but are probably important for initializing the melt season.
[44] The SEBM sensitivity to variations in the input meteorological data shows that incoming longwave radiation has the greatest influence on ablation rates in spite of the low contribution of net longwave to the total energy budget. The sensitivity to incoming longwave radiation is roughly 2.7 times greater than for incoming solar radiation in a glacier-wide sense. The absorption of longwave is fairly uniform across the glacier in space and time, whereas variations in incoming solar radiation will have the largest effect near the terminus where albedo is low. This result underscores the arguments of Ohmura [2001] who suggests that longwave input is an important justification for ablation models based primarily on air temperature. Wind speed also has a large effect on the net balance, which supports the conclusion that the model's failure to capture the day-to-day variability in ablation at the terminus is likely due to inaccuracies in wind speeds applied there. The overall model sensitivity to input data is roughly twice the model's sensitivity to physical parameters, but both are significant. Overall, this suggests that equal efforts be put into improving input data fields as well as the physical parameters used in SEBMs.
Optimization and Monte Carlo Error Estimates
[45] The optimization scheme was able to seek out a robust estimate of the parameters chosen for variation in this work, and the derived parameters are within the physical estimates presented in the literature. Since multiple search start points were used to initialize the downhill simplex method, it is likely that an approximate minimum was found and that it was global. The Monte Carlo assessment yields a large spread for a small range in physical parameters, which underscores the importance of feedbacks between physical processes operating in the model. The statistical distribution of modeled net balance is probably a minimum spread since surface roughness lengths, for example, could range over 1 order of magnitude rather than the ±5% used here between all parameters for consistency. With a given set of parameters applied to a longer temporal simulation of glacier net balance, even a small over or underestimation could accumulate into large errors in cumulative net balance.
Impacts of Simplifying Surface Temperature
[46] We have chosen to simplify our SEBM by stipulating that there is no subsurface heat flux in the glacier, and by pinning T s to air temperature when freezing conditions occur. This assumption could be incorrect when the surface energy balance falls below zero when measured air temperatures are above the melting point, and also when air temperatures fall below freezing and snow or ice at the melting point will release energy to the atmosphere. These inconsistencies will have impacts on the flux of upwelling longwave energy as well as the turbulent heat fluxes. However, this simplification is commonly made including in this work, which warrants discussion and quantification of the impacts.
[47] In our current simulations, when the surface energy balance is negative, the average flux is À32 W m
À2
, and this occurs during roughly half of the nights in 2004 and one third of nights in 2005. This flux should be accommodated by cooling the snow or ice surface, or by refreezing liquid water in the snowpack or liquid surface water on ice. If we assume that the top $20 cm of snow takes part in the diurnal cycle and a liquid water fraction of 0.03, then $1 MJ m À2 of energy are required to freeze all of the water in that layer. At our modeled average negative flux for 2004, 10 h are required to provide enough cooling, and a similar period is required to refreeze a plausible 0.5 cm thick free water layer on ice. During this period, the surface temperature will remain at the melting point, so the temperature approximation used here is likely accurate. However, in order to begin to effectively remove mass from the glacier when the energy balance becomes positive, the material that refroze during the night needs to be remelted, requiring that the 1 MJ m À2 of energy that was invested to refreeze surface water will be required of the positive energy flux before melt occurs.
[48] Klok and Oerlemans [2002] explicitly calculate surface temperature using a two layer heat flux scheme, and this approach will yield good results when free water has already frozen. Our above calculation, however, shows that for conditions present on SCG, this situation will rarely be met. If Klok and Oerlemans' [2002] approach were to be applied, cooling of the surface temperature would be simulated, and the sensible and latent heat and upwelling longwave fluxes would be too small in magnitude. We can easily quantify the change in upwelling longwave if we again assume the upper 20 cm of the snow is diurnally active, our late season snow density of 530 kg m
À3
, and a specific heat capacity of ice of 2097 J kg À1 K
À1
. With 10 h of cooling at 30 W m À2 the surface temperature could cool as much as 5 K resulting in an upwelling longwave radiation flux that is 22 W m À2 less than if the surface remained at the melting point. For ice the compensation will be 12 W m À2 because of the increased density. These fluxes partially offset the errors in the surface energy flux that are accrued by keeping the surface temperature fixed at the melting point. Excessively cold surface temperatures will also lead to greater stability in the boundary layer and suppression of latent and sensible exchange. However, in our simulations nighttime turbulent fluxes during negative energy budget periods are already small, so the impact on these should be minimal.
[49] It bears stating that the subsurface temperature calculations of Klok and Oerlemans [2002] are important for accounting for energy storage and release in the glacier on diurnal and seasonal timescales. Because of these processes, both refreezing in the snowpack and surface cooling should be explicitly calculated in SEBMs. This conclusion was reached by Fierz et al. [2003] for snow energy balance models. Over the relatively small spatial scales that SEBMs for alpine glaciers are applied, a detailed subsurface heat flux calculation would not be too computationally expensive. The CROCUS model Brun et al. [1989] applied to Glacier de Saint Sorlin and Glacier d'Argentière by Gerbaux et al. [2005] incorporates a detailed subsurface energy and mass flux model. A level of complexity intermediate between two-layer models and CROCUS is probably most appropriate. Because our approach does not account for the negative energy fluxes, the result is an effective increase in the time averaged energy flux to the glacier. In the energy balance calculations presented here it is speculated that the potentially ''too high'' albedo discussed above might be compensating for this effect to yield a good fit to measured ablation data.
Conclusion
[50] A surface energy balance model has been developed and applied to South Cascade Glacier over the 2004 and 2005 ablation seasons. The model utilizes physical parameterizations of the most important energy transfer processes to compute ablation and includes detailed temperature, humidity, and radiation distribution across the glacier. The model is first tuned to SCG by altering six physical parameters not measured in the field program. We then estimated the uncertainty in the model calculation of net balance by performing 10 3 simulations with simultaneous random variations of the parameters mentioned above about a range of ±5% of the optimum value. We also combine model sensitivity to input meteorological data with rated instrument error to fully describe the range of the SEBMs uncertainty. For 2004, a net mass balance of À1.69 ± 0.38 m WE was computed for the period ending 30 September and is 0.04 m WE greater than the measured water year net balance. Of the reported 2004 ablation season uncertainty, 0.23 m WE are due to uncertainty in the input data, while 0.15 m WE are due to parameter uncertainty indicating that parameter uncertainty is of equal magnitude to that because of uncertainties in meteorological measurements. For 2005 as of 11 September a balance of À2.10 ± 0.30 m WE was reached, which is within 0.42 m WE of the reported water year balance, with 19 d remaining in the ablation season.
[51] With respect to physical parameters the greatest sensitivity of the SEBM presented here is to the parameters governing precipitation distribution and the snow aging parameter used to calculate albedo. The SEBM's sensitivity to variations in input meteorological data show that incoming longwave radiation has the greatest weight in the net balance outcome. The affect of uncertainty in precipitation is small compared with the other variables, but the magnitude of changes is amplified through albedo feedbacks on the glacier by a factor of 2.6. The sensitivity of ablation to temperature is À0.86 m WE°C À1 and is greater during day than during night by a factor of 1.9.
[52] Overall, the combination of energy balance modeling with Monte Carlo estimation of model uncertainty is a powerful tool for judging uncertainty in model results and comparing model results with measurements. This method is easily applied and would be useful to consider in larger temporal and spatial scale applications. Specifically, this technique should be applied to simulations of glacier mass balance in past or future climates where physical parameters are strictly not easily characterized.
